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Windows 10 Pro

The power that
meets your budget
Moving from in-office to remote work setups, businesses and employees
have realized that PCs have become an essential device to work, connect,
and collaborate from anywhere and everywhere. Therefore, businesses
need the right technology and tools to help ensure that the employees are
productive, flexible, and secure wherever they work. They need devices that
can support their need to be more productive, collaborate better and keep
the data secure while being able to access the required information
seamlessly. In a nutshell, organizations and their employees need devices
that can operate on platforms and OS that can help them do their job
better at a lesser time, lesser risk and effective cost.
Designed to be the foundation of the modern workplace, Microsoft OS Windows 10 Pro has the business tools that teams need to work even
smarter. It works seamlessly with the most trusted productivity and
collaboration suites, to empower employees to work virtually anywhere.
The best devices in the world run Windows 10 Pro and the world’s leading
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) offer an affordable range of
Windows 10 Pro devices to help organizations leverage the benefits of
productivity, performance, and price.

Improve
productivity

Simplify
management

Windows 10 Pro
devices by Lenovo

V14-14"
14" HD | i3-1005G1 | 4GB | 1TB HD 7200RPM

Enable powerful
protection for data

Reimagining productivity with
modern devices

ThinkPad E14
14"FDH | i7-10510U | 16GB | 500GB @7200RPM

Windows 10 enables the best PC experience by ensuring a genuine version,
and empowers the workforce to continue doing great things no matter
where they are.
OEMs in India offer a range of affordable modern devices that are
preconfigured with capabilities to activate Windows 10 Pro features like
face recognition, fingerprint readers, touchscreen, fast WiFi, better video
conferencing and longer battery life. A case in example being Lenovo’s
ThinkBook 14 that comes with an integrated fingerprint reader on the
Smart Power Button, which enables the PC users to log in instantly.

ThinkBook 14
14"FHD | i3-1005G1 | 4GB | 1TB@7200 RPM
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Simple, flexible management
Windows 10 Pro simplifies identity, device, and application
management leaving more time in hand for the business leaders to
focus better on their business.

Devices by Dell
Technologies

With intuitive control over IT infrastructure, the organization can be
ready for anything with Windows 10 Pro devices.

Seamless work, frictionless management
Windows 10 Pro saves user’s time with a single login across
Windows 10 and other Microsoft services along with identity and
access management all in the cloud with Azure AD Join. In
Windows 10 Pro devices such as Dell Latitude Notebook 3400, PC
users can experience an ultimate convenience with easy login using
Windows Hello with the latest optional infrared camera technology.

Latitude Notebook 3400
14" HD | i5-8265U | 4GB 2400 Mhz, 8GB | 1TB

Easy management of mobile devices as
well as PCs
The easy and simple management with Windows 10 Pro helps in
managing company security policies and business applications on
team’s devices without compromising privacy through Mobile
Device Management (MDM).

Adding and managing multiple devices
at once

Latitude 3310 2 IN 1
13.3" FHD | i5-8265U | 8GB | 256GB SSD

With the Domain Join and Group Policy for Windows 10 Pro,
businesses can add new devices to their network and set security
policies for many devices at once, all from one management console.

New Vostro 14 5410
14"FHD | i5-11300H | 8GB | 512GB SSD
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Powerful protection that one can trust

Devices by HP

The built-in protection for business data, equipment and people in
Windows 10 Pro helps secure information and personal identities even on
lost or stolen devices. A number of features in Windows 10 Pro enable the
powerful protection that users trust.

Simple, secure
multifactor
authentication

Hard
encryption just
got easy

With simple, secure
multifactor authentication
through phone call, text or
the Microsoft Authenticator
app for mobile phones and
tablets, Windows 10 Pro
offers businesses the
required security to help
keep data protected.

The BitLocker encryption
in Windows 10 Pro helps
protect critical
information even on lost
or stolen devices.
BitLocker to Go delivers
the same protection for
external and removable
drives.

Stopping data
leaks before they
happen

Hardware-based
defence against
attacks

Windows Information
Protection (WIP) prevents
accidental data loss by
encrypting business data
on devices and separating
it from personal data. A
multi-layered security in
computing devices built
with Windows 10 Pro
operating system such as
HP ProBook 440 G8
Notebook PC.

Most of the modern
devices with Windows 10
Pro OS come with
Windows Defender
System Guard that uses
hardware-based security
feature to block attacks
and prevent them from
spreading.

ProBook Aero 635 G7
13.3" FHD | R5-4500U 13 | 8GB | 512GB SSD

ProBook 440 G8
14" | i3-1115G4 | 8GB | 512GB

348 G7
14" LED HD | i7-10510U | 8GB DDR4 | 1TBHDD
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One platform for all business needs
To design a modern workplace, organizations need to invest in the right
technology. Windows 10 Pro helps in designing and curating a modern
workplace by enabling employees to work in a productive and
collaborative environment.

Trust only Genuine
Microsoft Software
Buy from trusted source
Use licensed software only
Check the product key source

For employees working in
Hybrid mode

Be wary of packaging

With Windows 10 Pro devices, organizations
can provide an affordable, customizable, and
secure experience for its employees working
from multiple locations; thereby enhancing
their productivity.

Devices by Acer

For the most demanding work
Window 10 Pro devices feature
lightning-fast file transfers, powerful built-in
security and communication tools to help
users take on even the most demanding
jobs. It also delivers an increased processing
power – a feature that can be experienced
in a range of affordable Windows 10 Pro devices including the
TravelMate P2 by Acer.

Travel Mate P214-52
14"HD | i3-10110u | 4GB | 1TB HDD (5.4k RPM)

For easy and smooth
collaborations
Windows 10 Pro devices also help employees
collaborate seamlessly from anywhere and
everywhere, helping them to connect and turn
ideas into reality.
With the workforce moving swiftly from physical spaces to virtual and
modern workplaces, the need of the hour is effective, secure, productive,
and cost-efficient tools of computing for the employees. Organizations
have always been on the lookout for ways to empower their employees to
work seamlessly and securely from wherever they are, more so in the new
normal world. Empowering teams to work smarter, Windows 10 Pro
devices offer speed, power, familiarity and portability with the latest
features to enhance mobility without sacrificing performance. It’s time to
do more, without just working more – with Windows 10 Pro and Windows
10 Pro devices. Reach out to Microsoft distributors – Redington India and
Ingram Micro to explore the complete range of affordable Windows 10 Pro
devices offered by different OEMs.

Travel Mate P215-52
15.6"HD | i3-10110u | 4GB | 1TB HDD (5.4k RPM)

Acer one 14(Z2-485)
14"HD | i5-8250u | 4GB | 1TB HDD (5.4k RPM)
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